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From the President
Hello everyone and welcome to the first GFAA
Newsletter for 2021. In this edition, you’ll find a
wrap-up from all around the country and it
certainly seems that the fishing has been great in
many regions. There are a few items in here that
have really caught my attention and I’m sure many
of you will enjoy them too and in no particular
order, here are my picks.
The NSWGFA Interclub Tournament. This long
running and hugely successful tournament has
undergone a change this year and is being fished
from any nominated NSW port, rather than being
run out of Port Stephens. It’s a great concept,
entries are strong and I’m looking forward to
hearing how it went.
The article about Cooper Rudd, keen junior angler
and now lure maker extraordinaire! It’s a real
inspiration. Darryl French, a founding member of
the Weipa Club in Far North Queensland being
awarded Sportsman of the year in the Weipa
Australia Day Awards. Leo Miller’s epic tale of
fishing in the remote waters of southern Tasmania.
An update from PhD student Laura Smith, who is
researching sailfish, which is being funded by
GFAA, QGFA and WAGFA.
I hope you enjoy this edition.

Tight Lines

President
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Sailfish Science! - Laura Smith
PhD researcher, The University of Queensland
Did you know that sailfish spend most of their time within 10m of the sea surface? The
deepest dive recorded for a sailfish is 560m, which is shallow compared to swordfish
(2.8km) or yellowfin tuna (1.6km). This is because sailfish prefer warm waters (21-28°C),
and sunlight as they rely on their excellent eyesight for hunting. Both temperature and
light decrease rapidly with depth.

Sailfish are an eye-catching, predatory fish with a distinctive sail-like dorsal fin. While
many people catch sailfish for sport across the world’s tropics and sub-tropics, there are
still many gaps in our knowledge as few studies have been conducted in Australian and
Indo-Pacific waters. I have the opportunity to study these amazing fish over the next few
years as part of my PhD.
I am using tagging data from the NSW DPI Game Fish Tagging Program (tag data from
QGFA and WAGFA), and the Billfish Foundation to model suitable habitat and species
distribution in northern Australia. This helps us answer questions such as: What are
sailfish’s preferred environmental conditions? Which environmental factors explain their
distribution (i.e. when and where they show up)? For example: sea surface temperature,
rainfall, currents, productivity, and climate indices (e.g. El Nino).
Did you know that we used to think that sailfish belonged to two separate species?
Sailfish in the Indo-Pacific are typically larger than in the Atlantic, and differences in fin
lengths of juvenile fish between the regions led scientists to believe there were two
species – the Indo-Pacific sailfish and the Atlantic sailfish. However, the first genetic
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studies in the late 1990s proved that there is, in fact, a single global species (Istiophorus
platypterus).
The field of genetics has advanced a lot since then, and these days we can look at finescale differences within a species. We can compare animals from different locations
across their range to help identify different populations and how connected they are. For
fish, this is useful information for stock assessments and management. This is especially
important in marine environments, where it is difficult to tell where fish may be
spawning, and there are no clear physical or environmental barriers to fish movement.
In my study of this species, I am collecting DNA samples from sailfish around the world,
and I will use new genetic tools to answer questions about their populations including:
How many different populations are there around the world? How connected are they?
And, are sailfish found off the east coast of Australia part of the same population as
those in the Indian Ocean?
So far, I have been out on
boats off the Sunshine Coast in
the hopes of catching sailfish
and collecting DNA samples. I
am planning to travel to
Western Australia and
Northern Territory later in the
year. International travel is off
the table due to COVID-19, but
I am collaborating with some
great scientists and fisheries
managers to collect overseas
samples.
Finally, my project will also
investigate the role of citizen
science in recreational fisheries
research in Australia. For
decades, fishers have been
tagging fish, providing samples
(e.g., skeletons), and recording
observations (e.g., RedMap).
My research will help us to
better understand their past
contributions to research, and
what drivers or barriers there
may be for future research.
I thank the Game Fishing Association of Australia, Queensland Game Fishing Association
and Western Australian Game Fishing Association for their generous support of my
research.
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2021 GFAA Journal
Look out for your copy of the 2021 GFAA Journal, which has
been direct mailed to
most registered
affiliated club
members. Some states
and clubs are
distributing directly to
their members. Extra
copies are available
through clubs. The PDF
and flip book version
can be downloaded
from the GFAA website
at
https://gfaa.asn.au/gfaajournals/
The Journal content this
year includes a
fascinating article by the
Association’s historian
John McIntyre about the
Charlie Chambers, a
successful game fishing
skipper over three
decades, as well as an
update on the annual GFAA
trophies, annual awards,
rules and records with a
dedicated Juniors section.
It’s a good read.
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Corporate Membership - Doug Sanderson
Publicity Officer and Past President GFAA
GFAA now has in place corporate membership agreements in place
with industry leaders Garmin and Shimano.
There will be a lot more about Garmin and Shimano products in future Newsletters.
.

quatix® 6

The quatix 6 multisport GPS smartwatch with specialised marine features includes
comprehensive connectivity with compatible Garmin chartplotters and other devices to offer
autopilot control, data streaming, sail racing assistance, Fusion-Link™ entertainment control and
much more. It supports optional BlueChart® g3 coastal charts with improved chart presentation.
It provides advanced fitness features for all-day wearability. Other features include built-in
activity profiles and performance metrics for water and land sports, smart notifications,
enhanced wrist heart rate, and access to Garmin Connect™ and Garmin Pay™ contactless
payments.
®

More Information…. https://buy.garmin.com/en-AU/AU/p/725447
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New South Wales – Grahame Williams OAM,
GFAA Life member, GFAA Executive Officer, NSW.

2021 tournament fishing started with the Port Macquarie GFC Golden Lure Tournament
on the 10th-15th January with 2 lay days in between. 59 boats fished with great results.
257 fish were T&R’d over the 5 days. 198 black marlin, 17 striped marlin, 8 blue marlin, 21
mahi mahi, 1 yellowfin tuna, 9 hammerhead sharks, a mako shark, a whaler shark and a
yellowtail kingfish. Captures were 2 blue marlin, heaviest 161kg, 4 yellowfin tuna, to
32.5kg, 5 mahi mahi, to 18.3kg and a tiger shark weighing 335.8kg.
Next up was the Botany Bay GFC Bill Heyward Memorial on the 16th-17th January with 55
boats fishing, 35 fished the tournament, and 20 boats fished for NSWGFA Central Zone
points only. Tournament boats T&R’d 18 fish made up of 5 striped marlin, 1 black marlin,
1 blue marlin, 3 mako sharks and 8 mahi mahi. Captured fish were a black marlin
126.5kg, 2 striped marlin of 69kg and 76.5kg, 4 yellowfin tuna to 43kg, 2 tiger sharks
165.6kg and 327.5kg. Central Zone only boats T&R’d 4 Black Marlin and 4 striped marlin.
Captured fish were a mahi mahi and 2 yellowfin.
Following up was the Bermagui BGAC Bluewater Classic on the 23rd-25th January with 52
boats fishing. Results were 91 fish T&R’d made up of 83 striped marlin, 1 black marlin, 1
mako shark and 6 mahi mahi. Captured was only one mahi mahi weighing 22.2kg.
The final Tournament for January was the Ulladulla GFC Jess Sams Tournament held on
the 29th-31st January. 32 boats fished for a total of 88 fish T&R’d made up of 79 striped
marlin, 6 black marlin and 3 yellowfin tuna. Captures recorded for the tournament were
a 25.6kg yellowfin tuna and a small mahi mahi. There were also plenty of small yellowfin
tuna caught; however only 3 weighed and the rest were taken home for food.
The next two tournaments coming up are following the Central Coast GFC one day
Garmin Bluewater Skins Marlin Shootout 13th February and the Newcastle & Port
Stephens GFC Garmin Billfish Shootout on the 20th-21st February.
The NSWGFA 2021 Interclub State Championships are to be held on the 27th-28th
February. This year due to issues with COVID-19 the NSWGFA Executive decided to
change the format from being held in Port Stephens every year to an “All Ports” concept.
Due to this change, the clubs could list their representative teams to fish from any
nominated port on the NSW coast. 202 boats are registered to fish. Boats entered have
nominated their ports from Eden in the south to Coffs Harbour in the north and every
port in between. Two boats are fishing from Lord Howe Island.
Fishing from 19 ports will be an interesting exercise with five radio bases covering the
fleet for both days.
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Junior angler Kaitlyn Schofield
about to release her tagged
striped marlin on Dad Brian’s
boat Shockwave off Eden on 10th
January

.
Snipper about to tag
this nice Mako Shark
during the Botany Bay
Bill Heyward
Tournament on 17th
January.
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The crew of Spindrift
– 43kg yellowfin
tuna caught during
the Botany Bay GFC
Bill Heyward
Tournament on 17th
January

The Master crew with their
prize winning 126.5kg blue
marlin caught during the
Botany Bay GFC Bill
Heyward Tournament on
17th January
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Northern Territory
Bruce Simpson – NTGFA President

What a year!!! After the devastation of the summer bushfires to much of the southern
states, it felt like someone said, “Well, it can’t get much worse than that now can it?” It
seems someone answered with “hold my beer”.
Like my annual report to the GFAA AGM, I endeavour not to name “you know what” and
reflect on what has felt like a very strange season in the Northern Territory and give you
some results of two local tournaments run by Darwin GFC.
I was chatting to some local DGFC members at their AGM and club catch up last week,
and we noted just how out of sync the season has been for fishing. While we can
attribute much of it to a poor wet season, this only goes some ways to explain the fishing
until the end of May, but it certainly felt like it had continued.
The billfish didn’t show up in the numbers we saw the previous year, but we can’t
complain as Darwin has seen good returns of tag cards with a ratio of 2 sailfish to every
black marlin, but in the prime September window where the year before crews tagged
into double digits, teams had to fight much harder for anything resembling a day like
this. If you tagged more than one fish a day, you’d be pretty happy as many teams did
many miles for little result.
This has been reflected in the coastal scene as we should have seen many people getting
stuck into prime barramundi in the months prior to the wet season kicking off as the
females breed, meaning many of those trophy 1m+ fish usually finding their way into
many people pictures before release. Even the pelagic species made it tricky we usually
have it so good here tackling tuna, queenfish, trevally and mackerel only five minutes
from the ramp but these fish
were few and far between.
While this doesn’t read well,
Darwin GFC has hosted 2
tournaments in the last few
months with the postponed
Billfish Bash and the Iron Jack
Billfish Classic being hosted in
September and October. The
Billfish Bash saw 14 teams
compete over two days, with the
teams fishing through some
unseasonal rain both days. In
total, 31 billfish were tagged and
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released from the teams with congratulations to these winners:


Champion Team: Free Jumpers (Pete Dienhoff, Kurt Williamson, David Brooks,
Adele Brooks and Bridget Rootsey) 2 sailfish, 4 black marlin



Champion Junior Angler: Elle Saunders – 1 sailfish



Champion Female Angler: Bridget Rootsey – 2 black marlin



Champion Male Angler: Beau Cartledge – 1 sailfish, 2 black marlin

Champion Junior Angler Billfish Bash – Elle Saunders

This certainly got
teams excited for
the 2020 Iron Jack
Billfish Classic held
over three days in
mid-October. Just to
go along with the
weirdness of it all,
the club picked a
tidal range to suit
the two main fishing
destinations. One
likes a small tide,
the other likes a
bigger tide, so to
throw a spanner in
the works, both areas fished better on opposite tides. This made the Dundee crews very
excited, thinking it’ll only get better, and the Bathurst Island crews thinking why they
drove so far for nothing. Well done to all teams who competed and enjoyed the magic
conditions with two exceptional black marlin released that had short length
measurements of 2.3m


Champion Team: Free Jumpers (Pete Dienhoff, Bridget Rootsey, Kurt Williamson)
3750 points - 1 marlin and 3 sailfish



Runner-up- up to 7m - Black Label (Terry Cloughessy, Damien Day, Brenton
Smyth) - 2200 points - 1 marlin and 1 sailfish



Runner-up - over 7m - Kurri Tackle (Rod and Kim Mychas, Clinton Briggs) 2250
points - 3 sailfish



Champion angler – Bridget Rootsey – 1 Marlin and 1 Sailfish



Most Meritorious Capture – Mick Carey 2.3m LJTL black marlin on 24kg

In total, 12 sailfish and 5 black marlin were tagged and released, five more than the 2019
tournament.
Right now, Nhulunbuy is busy hosting 3 tournaments back to back and I hope to present
their results in the next newsletter but from what I have seen so far there has also been
some good-sized marlin tagged and released so far.
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Finally, I’d like to welcome Jason Rogers to the position of Executive Officer NT for the
2021 season, Jason brings many years of fishing and guiding experience to GFAA and
NTGFA and I look forward to working alongside him in the coming year to increase
NTGFA’s presence online via Facebook and work to increase our membership. I also hope
you enjoy my little chat with one of our Junior anglers, Cooper Rudd and his Squizard
Lures, I couldn’t help but get myself a pair of Bin Chicken coloured lures from him when
he presented them to the DGFC members at one of their club catch ups earlier this year
and thought we’d share some of his passion for the sport with you as well.

Kurt Williamson Billfish Classic

Kymmie Mychas battling a Dundee sailfish
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Cooper Rudd – Junior Darwin based lure maker.
Readers of last November’s Newsletter may recall an image and paragraphs
about a young member from Darwin GFC.
Darwin small fry angler
Cooper Rudd has impressed
many of us with his skills in
the rivers and billabongs,
showing impressive captures
of metre plus Barramundi and
solid Saratoga. The results of a
school project have now seen
Cooper take on the highly
competitive world of lure
manufacture and sales. There
are no bounds to the
enthusiasm for this young
fella. NTGFA President Bruce
Simpson took the opportunity
to put a few questions to him
about his lures and his
inspirations for doing it.
Please take the time to follow
the link below and check out
young Cooper’s handiwork,
like his page and maybe buy yourself a lure pack and support Coops with his lure making
ambitions! Bruce has a set of Bin Chicken’s and can’t wait to test this lure over a pack of
hungry golden snapper!
What is the name of your lure brand and how did you come up with it?
The name of my lure brand is Squizard Lures! I named it this because when I made my first lure, I
thought the head looked like a lizard and the tail looked like a squid, so I put the names together
and came up with Squizard! My mum helped me make the logo.
How long have you been making your lures?
I have been making lures since 2019. I started making them for an exhibition project at school. I
discovered that I really liked making them and my friends all liked them too. So, then I made some
more and then caught fish on them!
What sizes/models do you sell?
I sell two sizes, the “Ta” size and the “Skinky” size. The Ta is about 60gm and the Skinky is about
10gm. I use Owner hooks for both sizes. I am also experimenting with a very small jig head, which
is like a small Marabou jig. I tried it out over the school holidays in the fresh water and the barra
liked it, but I couldn’t hook one as they weren’t really feeding.
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What are some of the colours available and some of their names? Which one is your
favourite?
I like to make lots of different colours. My
favourites are:
Bubblegum – Pink
Barramatta – Blue/Yellow
Joker – Purple/Green
Bin Chicken – Pink/Green
Rooster – Red/White/Blue
Harry Potter – Green/Red
Full Moon – Black/Green
Qantas – White/Red
What materials do you use to make your
lures?
I use LOTS of different materials, such as
Polymer clay, feathers, hooks, plastic
skirts, plastic eyes and lots of Super Glue. I
like to watch lure makers on YouTube for
ideas and techniques. I really like to watch
the bass fishermen in America, they make
great baits. My favourite lure maker is
Marling Bates, he lives in Illinois. You
should check out his YouTube channel.
Those guys make great baits by carving
wood but that was a bit dangerous for me,
so I started by moulding my baits instead. I
like making the different lizard faces, some have crazy faces, some have scary faces and some are
funny.
How do you use your lures? What is the best technique?
I use the lures by jigging the Ta Ta’s vertically in deep water or twitching the Skinky’s in shallow or
fresh water. I am still experimenting with this. I caught a blue salmon on the holidays by slow
winding a Skinky!!
What are the target species for your lures?
Fish!!! I will be happy with ANY species of fish. But not really sharks or catfish…
How Much do your lures cost to buy?
The Skinky’s cost $10 each and the Ta Ta’s cost $14 each. I sell the combo pack which has one of
each for $20 which is a good bargain!
How can we find Squizard Lures and how can we buy some of your lures?
You can find Squizard Lures on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Squizard-Lures
You can check out my Facebook page for photos of the lures and the fish I have caught. I also hope
people who catch a fish on a Squizard send me their photo so I can share it too. I have also sold
them at the Darwin Game Fishing Club but sometimes I make them, and I don’t want to sell them!!
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South Australia – Tom Egan - SAGFA President

Not a huge amount has happened in the past month or two. There have been a number
of small southern bluefin tuna caught between the gulf and the limestone coast area.
The SA Game Fishing Club have their tournament coming up on the 26 to 28 Feb. due to
a weather cancellation. The PMOAC have their annual tuna comp starting at the
beginning of May that goes for a week. Just waiting for the fish to show up down here,
which they should at any moment, including the 100 kg plus fish.
On the snapper front, we have had a total closure for 12 months state-wide. This was
recently revoked for the Southern Zone as of Feb, we are allowed to catch two per
person with a boat limit of six. The result has meant many fishos have been heading
back out for fantastic results.
The PMOAC held a comp from Feb 19 to 21st. with 28 boats heading out and some great
fish caught. Some boats releasing up to 20 fish a day.
With the major tournaments all about to happen I hope to bring more news and some
photos in the very near future.
.
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Maatsuyker Island Tasmania
– Leo Miller – Member Tuna Club of Tasmania
The young lad was fast asleep, still in his PJ’s, head cradled on his
favourite pillow, adopting the fetal position as kids often do. But 10yo
Lochie Miller was not in his bed. He was sleeping on a camping mattress in his sleeping
bag on the loungeroom floor. It was 3.00am when his dad Leo scooped him carefully
and folded him, still in his sleeping bag, into the back of his car for the drive south; to
the very bottom of Australia.
Following very closely behind, mainly due to the tow ball, was Leo’s trusty tub;
ChoonaChasa. A sturdy 7m fibreglass vessel that had won many more fishing contests
than it would have beauty ones. “She’s a bit rough round the edges (and the rest just
quietly) but she gets us from A to B” Leo would say.
They collected Leo’s partner in crime, Simon Turner, and the trio drove the next 2 hours
to the last boat ramp in Tasmania. It was then another 1 1/2 hours or so around the
bottom corner of the country to a group of islands off the coast from the remote south
west wilderness. The chosen structure was “Mewstone”, an albatross breeding ground
8km south of Maatsuyker Island.
The team trolled lures around the
main structure in hope of southern
bluefin tuna. Although being
November it was considered early in
the season for bluefin the guys had
encountered them there at a similar
time of other years and these fish have
been caught in all months of the year
in Tasmanian waters.
The boys suspected they had marked a
few on the sounder but no action
came. Other amateur fishing boats
reported one hit but things weren’t
looking overly fishy. So they turned
their attention to reef fishing for a few
hours and were treated to a good bite
from striped trumpeter. They’re an
attractive fish that’s almost as pretty as
they are tasty. With a bag limit of four
each rapidly approaching and Lochie
having caught his limit, beating his PB
with every one, the team were excited to suddenly see a school of feeding tuna busting
through the surface only 50m away.
Lures quickly slid into the calm water and the ChoonaChasa increased her pace. The
bluefin were now slashing through the water’s surface as if trying to roughen the
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unusually calm conditions. first pass, no touch. “Turn her to starboard, 2 o’clock” Leo
shouted excitedly to Simon who was on the wheel. The tuna were really going hard now
with big shoulders piercing the surface just in front of the boat. They certainly weren’t
small fish. And then ZZZZZZZZZ and a gold piece of engineering instantly came to life, its
accompanying rod buckling instantly like a willow branch in a stiff breeze. Then, just an
quickly they both returned to their pre-workout state as the old wind-on leader on Leo’s
spool parted and the fish of unknow proportions was once again free to roam the
depths. Another quick pass resulted in an almost instant hookup. This time the fish
stuck, Leo grabbed the rod and after about 20 mins there was a fat 40kg tuna on the
deck.
The boys went back and got their last two striped trumpeter and then asked Lochie if
he’d like to catch a tuna. “OK Dad”. So a small spread of three lures was set, Lochie was
given a brief reminder of how to get the rod out and slot it into his Junior gimble belt
and Simon got the boat back up to 2,000 revs. “There’s a tern and a seal 100m to port
Simon” Leo called. Choonachasa turned her nose, drove past what would be called a
small feed, and then BANG! The old Penn reel let out an almighty and extended scream
as the rod bucked and 24kg Platypus Pre-Test peeled off at an alarming rate. Lochie
pulled the rod out, fitted it into his belt, accepted a little help clipping his harness on,
and then settled into battle.
20 minutes in Lochie was all smiles, Leo
murmured a little encouragement and
instructions and Simon quietly steered
the tub around the glistening Southern
Ocean. After 40 minutes it was becoming
clear that this fish was one of the bigger
models they had seen cracking the
surface earlier. Lochie had the reel on
strike drag but the fish was regularly
stripping line and taking runs with ease.
And then, albeit a little unusual for a
tuna, it came to the surface and showed
us its tail. “Big fish” Simon said in a
controlled voice. Leo had a bit more to
say as well in a less controlled voice.
Those who know these guys understand
that while their personalities are
contrasting their extreme addiction to
fishing is similar; they simply love it and
as a result make a great team.
At the one hour mark Lochie was
becoming more frustrated – his legs hurt
where the gimble belt was digging into
them, he was getting tired, he was a bit
disheartened and he was wondering if
he could get this fish in. Leo attempted
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to spur him on trying to encourage him to continue the grueling battle. “You’re winning
mate, it’s coming, it’s giving up” …. But it wasn’t giving up. Despite having gained quite
some line the fish perhaps saw the boat and took a huge run peeling off close to 100m
in one hit. And it hit Lochie’s confidence hard. The poor boy was really struggling now
both mentally and physically. Leo asked him to increase the drag pressure in a hope to
break the fish. Lochie pushed the lever past strike to 10kg of drag, quite a bit for a small
fry.
Lochie is a very determined young man and refused to give in and so he continued to lift
up, wind down. Some line was gained. The reel had been set-up with braid backing and
50m of 24kg mono top-shot as is becoming common since new game fishing rules were
introduced a few years back. “Where’s the green line Dad” Lochie begged in an upset,
tired tone. “Oh I think it’s close mate, I’m sure I can see it” Leo fibbed. Lochie had been
on the rod, stand-up other than an esky to lean against, for 2 hours now. Lochie had put
the drag to sunset, 12kg of pressure. He was very tired, there had been a few tears, He’d
threatened to give up and Leo had offered to take over. But to his credit the stubborn
and extremely competitive boy, wouldn’t hand the rod over. “I’m going to get it Dad! I’m
going to get him and I’m going to eat it!” he shouted. The tuna had other ideas and took
another 10m almost breaking Lochie’s spirit and little body at 12kg of drag, Leo’s heart
and Simon’s patience in the process.
And then the swell picked up. Not a lot,
but it went from virtually nothing to
1.5m or so with the odd 2m thrown in
for good measure. For a place that
regularly records swells of 10m+ this
normally wouldn’t be notable, but it was
today. It helped Lochie. As the bobbing
white boat went upswell Lochie held
tight against the immense strain of 12kg
pressure. And as Choonachasa went
down swell Lochie was able to get a
wind or two in. Repeat for 15 mins and
the top shot was back on the reel! At
that sight Lochie gained some
confidence and belief and on the next
wave he got three winds in. Suddenly
the tug of war was in Lochie’s favour
and he was doing all the gaining.
“Colour” called Leo. The tuna was big, a
huge blue sliver, spiraling body under
the surface still somehow pumping its
tail. “Wind Lochie, Wind” called Leo and
the young lad obliged. The fish was
almost glowing as it reflected the
afternoon sun. The double was in sight,
Lochie managed half a turn,
Choonachasa rose up another swell
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forcing another grown of pain from Lochie. But down swell Lochie grabbed the last
crucial metres, Leo grabbed the leader and carefully worked the immense fish to the
surface. As the gaff pierced the fish and all but secured the catch a wave of relief and
gratitude washed over the crew. A heave and lift and after 2 hours and 45 minutes it was
on board and it was big! High fives and hugs all round, cheers and yahoos, and a huge
sense of relief and achievement filled the air.
Lochie collapsed at
the front of the boat
and was soon asleep.
The team spent the
night in the
picturesque natural
harbour of Louisa
Bay before making
the long trip home
the next morning to
weigh the catch.
With the help of local
Tuna Club of
Tasmania members
Lochie’s southern
bluefin tuna weighed
in at 87.90kg. Not a
bad catch for a 40kg
10yo and more than
double the current
Australian record for
that species on 24kg
line for an under
11yo male.
The catch has since
been verified as an
Australian record
having met the rules
and requirements as
set out buy the
GFAA. The story even
made national news
and scored Lochie a
live cross and chat
with Kochie and
team on Sunrise.
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Weipa Billfish Club – Ben Bright
The Weipa Billfish Club is
proud to recognise Darryl
French’s achievements with
the receipt of the Sportsperson of the year award
at the Weipa Australia Day awards. Darryl
received this in recognition for his achievements
in game fishing achievements after receiving the
Sir Garrick Agnew award from GFAA. Darryl (left)
is a founding club member and has also been an
active committee member of the club for several
years. He has been a great advocate for the
sport donating much of his time to teach others
through his involvement in tackle and bait rigging
nights, writing fishing reports and developing
other media for the club’s socials.

From Clay Hilbert - Fisheries Management Officer - Game Fish Tagging
Weipa Billfish Club member and gun angler Darryl French has managed to recapture a sailfish
that he originally tagged!
Darryl originally tagged the sailfish on 27 August 2017 while fishing offshore from Weipa.
After a couple of quick photos, the fish was tagged and released in excellent condition. Fast
forward 1235 days to 13 January 2021 and Darryl recaptured the sail only 8 nautical miles
away from where he originally tagged it! The fish was re-tagged and once again released in
excellent condition.
Although this fish hadn't grown or moved much, these types of recaptures support the
consensus that sailfish display a degree of philopatry, which is when an animal tends to stay
in or habitually return to the same location. Recaptures like this also continue to reinforce
that sailfish are a resilient species well suited to catch and release, provided they are handled
and released with care.
This sailfish was the 10th longest time at liberty for any recaptured sailfish under the Game
Fish Tagging Program. Most sailfish recaptures occur within a year of the original tag date.
The recapture is a testament to Darryl's tagging technique, fish care and handling.
Darryl has been an incredible contributor to the GFT Program having personally tagged over
220 sailfish and 20 black marlin. While his boat 'Wine Down' has been involved in the tag and
release of over 350 fish (with the majority being sailfish). All of us involved with the program
would like to congratulate Darryl on his Australia Day awards and his continuing contribution
to the GFT program.
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Sunshine Coast Game Club 2021 Classic
Doug Sanderson - Publicity Officer, Past President GFAA
The Sunshine Coast Game Fishing Club was founded over 30 years. An emphasis on club
spirit, education and fishing determination has seen SCGFC become recognised as
Australia’s most successful tag and release game fishing club in recent history.
The Club’s 2021 Classic was held early in February with a total of total 21 boats entered, 55
senior male, 7 senior female, 5 junior male and 1 junior female angler participated. Fishing
action totalled 96 strikes, 84 hook ups, 52 tags/captures of 28 light tackle black marlin, 1
heavy tackle black marlin, a light tackle sailfish and 21 other species.
Successful teams and anglers were:
Champion Team overall: Reel Crazy, 35,000pts
Champion Angler Overall: Jack Grimes, 20,000pts
Champion Male Angler- Light Tackle: Jack Grimes, 20,000pts
Champion Male Angler- Heavy Tackle: Rod Johnston, 12,500pts
Champion Female Angler- Light Tackle: Melanie Stewart, 15,000pts
Champion Junior Angler: Thomas Cross, 5,000pts
Champion Junior Angler Runner up: Jack Dutney, 5,000pts
Champion Angler Other species: Ben Massurit, pts 112.5pts
Champion Boat-7m & Under: Athrill, 10,112.5pts
Runner up Boat- 7m & Under: Reel Nauti, 10,000pts
Champion Boat- over 7m: Reel Crazy, 35,000pts
Runner Up Boat- over 7m: Chaos, 35,000pts

Competitor aboard his boat
Rammpage, Past President
Doug Sanderson, second from
right, was delighted to meet
Ben Massurit (left ) and Oska
Davis who had received GFAA
support whilst fishing for the
GFAA junior team in New
Zealand in 2019. An event
which they won as Champion
Team and Champion Boat.
Showing the quality of young
people we have coming
through the ranks of game
fishing, they extended their
thanks to GFAA and best
wishes to Kevin Oates the
National Junior Coordinator.
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Victoria – Anton Vogiatzis - GFAV President
While the fishing season for 2020 was all but decimated by Covid 19, lots
of Victorians have been making up for lost time and fishing activity has
started again in earnest.
Since the borders to NSW re-opened in December, many Victorians planned their
holidays across the state and even over the border. Alas, NSW had a small outbreak that
led to chaos with thousands of people scrambling to get home on New Year’s Eve, and
families waiting over 5 hours on the road to be let back into their home state.
Bluefin tuna and kingfish make up most of the local activity. It is great to see the
numbers of school bluefin so close to metro Melbourne, but it does come with a catch!
These fish seem to be easily found as they mill on the surface but have proven very
fussy, ignoring most offerings by anglers.
Kingfish have been
around in good numbers
across our coastline with
good reports from across
the state. From Portland,
Port Fairy, Barwon right
across to Wilsons Prom
and Marlo we have seen
fish up to 18-20kg mark
but more common in the
8-12kg. We have also
heard of anglers fishing
for whiting and squid in
the bays getting dusted
by rat kings in less than
2m of water!

When the borders reopened many anglers made the
pilgrimage to Bermagui and Eden on the south coast of
NSW to tangle with some early season marlin. Although
short lived we have several boats reporting good
numbers. Boats Amokura and Swoopa both went out
from Bermagui in late December and tagged fish before
the border closed again on 30 December.
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Another fantastic fishery that has
gone from strength to strength is
south eastern Victoria has been
broadbill with a good run of fish
over in late December and early
January; calm seas and mild
forecasts saw many boats venture
offshore form Lakes Entrance with
many rewarded. One boat
managing a double hook up on
swords after 3-4 fishless trips.
We’re looking forward to what the
rest of the season will bring.
Tight lines and screaming ratchets.
Anton Vogiatzis
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Western Australia South - Peter Coote – Perth GFC President GFAA Secretary
The waters around Perth are not well known for marlin, but most years
they visit from the north and in some years in good numbers of blues to around
200kg and stripies to 140kg. The fishing effort for billfish is not great partly due to the 2535nm run to the Rottnest Trench, that certainly has a bearing on the captures.
The most successful local
tournament in many
years, the 2021 Compleat
Angler Marlin Cup was
held by Perth Game
Fishing Club in midFebruary against a two
month background of
indicator species,
particularly wahoo and
flying fish off the coast.
Coupled with the
predicted La Nina ocean
current event,
anticipation was high.
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One Shot blue
marlin prior to
release
The event was the first to be held off the
metropolitan coast this season which
blended with the pent up energy of Covid
restrained anglers and led to a flurry of
entries. After a week’s postponement due
to a threatening cyclone anglers’
expectations were fully met with weather
forecasts and conditions near to ideal.

Glen Rattigan – one of many
mahi mahi around the FADs

Fishing got underway in cobalt blue water
on Saturday morning with an early hook
up of a blue marlin by Rob Nesbit’s White
Pointer, the fish headed towards bottom
and was lost after 4 hours, White Pointer
raised a second billfish later in the day.
Other boats hooking up on the day were
on Azura, Galileo and Naturaliste all with
similar outcomes.
Sunday’s weather started off well and got
better with time. Importantly, the fish
retained their interest. Azura (striped
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marlin) and Old School both tagged fish early, One Shot had three shots, hooking two
and tagging a blue.
Late in the day, Shane Anderson’s Miss Chief hooked up to a blue marlin east of the
PGFC FAD, and after a long fight, tagged and released the fish before returning to the
coast after dark.

Miss Chief – rampaging blue marlin
Interestingly, catches appeared to come from the whole Rottnest Trench region with no
consistent hot spots. Billfish were raised nearby the MAAC. Furuno, PGFC, FSC and
Fibrelite FADs. The current over the weekend was minimal. Boats that chased warm
water out wide were disappointed and structure did not seem to be critical. Species mix
was predominately blue marlin with striped marlin hooked and tagged too.
Many boats enjoyed the experience of some big mahi mahi, smallish (<5kg) southern
bluefin, yellowfin and skipjack tuna, some being damaged by sharks. A plague of small
300-500mm yellowtail kings prevented baits and lures getting to targetted mahis at the
Fibrelite FAD. One shark was also captured and released.
Sponsors for the event, Compleat Angler Nedlands, On Strike Charters Exmouth, Halco
Lure, Richter Lures and Shimano expressed their delight at the success of the event as
did the 70 plus anglers who participated.
Hopefully, the season will continue in this vein through to May when the FADs are
recovered.
In a new initiative Perth GFC has introduced a Pop Up competition with a twist. Called on
short notice when the outlook is favourable members are given a several day window
during which they may fish and put up their best day’s score for the sponsored comp. It
is working well for camaraderie.
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Western Australia North
Broome Fishing Club – Interclub Barra Comp
John Clark – GFAA Western Australia North
Broome Fishing club versus Mary Island Fishing Club (Derby) - 6-8 November 2020
The tides have been researched, the weather perfect, 44 degrees in the shade and
blowing 30 knots, lucky we were fishing in the Fitzroy river.
This is a one and half day competition which starts and finishes at Willare Bridge
Roadhouse. We’re lucky enough to be able to access airconditioned accommodation and
fabulous pub food for the weekend. The comp is based on 5 of the best fishos from
each club, we measure the length of all their barra and the longest cumulative wins.
The fishing,
considering the
weather, was
pretty bloody
good. Several
fish were over
the magic metre
mark and the
biggest barra
for the comp
was a healthy
103cm. Those
fishers who
knew their way
around the low
water river
system came up
with the goods
and came home
with big catches.
This year proved to be another best for Broome and brought us to a consecutive tally of
4 years.
Thanks to Derby (MIFC), Tackle World Broome, Big Barra Derby and Willare Bridge
Roadhouse
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Junior Tournament - Kevin Oates - National Junior Tournament Coordinator
Hi everyone,
Well Xmas has passed us by, the school
holidays completed, and it certainly looks
like a lot of our Junior and Smallfry anglers
have enjoyed themselves during their
summer holidays.
The West has seen a decline in activity
probably due to inclement weather
conditions; however young Mia Grasso has
sought some refuge in sheltered waters
M&R’ing a number of bream.
In the NT, our barramundi specialist
Cooper Rudd has also M&R’d a 51cm
barramundi.
Most of the fishing action has again
appeared on the eastern seaboard of the
continent from Cairns to Tasmania. Lily
Sims from Cairns has continued her great
season with captures of wahoo, mahi mahi
and narrow barred mackerel. She has also
tagged a further two black marlin and a
sailfish.
Further south at MacKay, Ryan Meads has
also tagged numerous species including
shark mackerel, mahi mahi, narrow barred
mackerel, two of each black marlin and
whaler sharks. He has also weighed some
narrow barred mackerel.
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On the Sunshine Coast, Ben Massurit has kept his awesome season going with a further
16 black marlin T&R’d. Tyler Barnes from the Newport GFC also tagged four black marlin
and a mahi mahi. Jake Rohl and Harrison Bugg both members of the Mooloolaba GFC
also T&R’d five black marlin between them.
From the NSW waters, action has certainly fired up in the past month with reports of
striped marlin from Jervis Bay to the Victorian border. Hunter Davies from the
Shellharbour GFC T&R’d three striped marlin and two hammerhead sharks. Kaitlyn
Schofield from the Bermagui club has also T&R’s eight striped marlin. Oska Davies from
the Central Coast has tagged two mako sharks while Mia Wright from the Sydney GFC
T&R’d 15 whaler sharks while on holidays on Lord Howe Island.
From Victoria the usual exodus of anglers into NSW again occurred during the holidays
with Nicholas Gilham from the Latrobe Valley GFC tagging two striped marlin and two
mahi mahi, Damian Sandy from the Victorian GFC also T&R’d two striped marlin.
Some however, were fortunate to land fish in Victorian waters. We have had schools of
southern bluefin tuna patrolling our coastline in 20 metres of water from Warrnambool
through to Wilsons Promontory, very finicky but great when managing to land one. The
yellowtail kingfish are also starting to get around and are approximately 10-15kg models,
unfortunately chasing these species has been like dodging cars in a supermarket carpark
so the alternative is to chase other species. Fortunately for one of the tournament major
sponsors, Steve Marland from Australian Solid Fuel Testing, he and his family have spent
time at Wilsons Promontory and both Bear and Ruby have T&R’d a gummy shark each.
Bear also M&R’d three carp and a flathead while on holidays in Sale.

Steve Marland with
Daughter Ruby and son
Bear with a pair of
gummy sharks
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In Tasmania anglers have managed to land a few smaller southern bluefin tuna that are
frequenting the coastline. Brocklyn Joyce from the GFC of Northern Tasmania has T&R’d
three SBTs and an albacore, also managing to land a mako shark weighing in at 102.6kg
on 37kg tackle. Sarah Donovan also from the GFC of Northern Tasmania has landed the
largest fish in the National Junior Tournament for some months weighing in a mako
shark of 163kg on 37kg tackle.

Brocklyn Joyce
southern bluefin tuna

It has been pleasing to see so many young ones enjoying our great sport and I suppose it
helps when the weather Gods are on our side. Let’s hope the weather and fishing
remains good for the next few months especially for the tournament season throughout
the states.
Good fishing and tight lines
Kevin Oates
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Records – Peter Babarskas
Life Member, Records Officer and Rules Committee Chair
New records from 18th November 2020 to 3rd February 2021
Category Species
Junior
Female

Line
Angler
Class

Weight

State

Status

Black Marlin

1

Lily Sims

15.10

QLD

Aust, World

Wahoo

24

Lily Sims

25.50

QLD

Aust

Junior Male Blue Marlin

60

Kaiden Butler

174.30

QLD

Aust

Small Fry
Male

Shark
Mackerel

6

Max Grasso

7.02

WA

Aust

Small Fry
Male

Blue Marlin

60

Jake Owens

94.45

WA

Aust

Small Fry
Male

Southern
Bluefin Tuna

24

Lochie Miller

87.90

TAS

Aust

Male and
HLC

Carp

2

Ashley
Brandom

12.80

SA

Aust

Junior
Female

Mahi

3

Lily Sims

6.05

QLD

Aust

15:1 HLC
Junior
Female

ALL ANGLERS MAKING CLAIMS FOR AUSTRALIAN RECORDS ARE REQUESTED TO
PLEASE MAKE THE CLAIM FEES PAYABLE TO GFAA BY EFT TO:
GFAA - WESTPAC - BSB - 035304 ACCOUNT - 294263.
PLEASE INCLUDE THE ANGLER’S NAME AS A REFERENCE AND SEND THE RECEIPT OF
PAYMENT WITH THE CLAIM.
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Black Book – Peter Babarskas
Initially crated in 1934, the Black Book(s) at they have been called record every record
ever granted by GFAA and have been kept up to date since by a succession of Secretaries
and Recorders. Below is an early page concerning black marlin. The current record dates
back to 1973 following the first recorded in 1934. Peter Babarskas as GFAA Recorder has
custody of the documents which now extend to four bound volumes.
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Links - Click on logo to visit the state website.
GFAA

Northern
Territory

New South
Wales

Queensland

South Australia

Tasmania

Victoria

Western
Australia

Juniors Facebook

Subscriptions
CLICK HERE to subscribe to direct distribution. Insert in your name, club and email
address.
GFAA undertakes not to use, share or retain any subscriber information for any purpose
other than the delivery of this Newsletter.

Contribution and Contributors
Would you like to share your club’s or members’ achievements? Any club or member of a
GFAA affiliated club is encouraged to contribute to the next issue of the GFAA newsletter.
Articles of a general or specific nature in Word format with medium resolution images
are welcome. GFAA reserves the right to edit content.
Email to secretary@gfaa.asn.au

Contributors to this issue: Shane Anderson, Peter Babarskas, Ian Bladin, Ben

Bright, John Clark, Peter Coote, Andre de Vries, Tom Egan, Clay Hilbert, Emilie Donovan,
John McIntyre, Steve Marland, Leo Miller, Kevin Oates, Glen Rattigan, Cooper Rudd, Doug
Sanderson, Bruce Simpson, Laura Smith, Dave Thomson, Anton Vogiatzis and Grahame
Willliams.
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